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Zulu proverbs equally carry enough weight as the rest of African quotes. Image: instagram.com, @zinhle_jetlalo Source: UGC. Zulu is one of the South African tribes that has stood the test of times in upholding the community’s culture. Proverbs and wise sayings are the one of the easiest ways of making a conversation fun. The Zulu proverbs are simple to master and carry the country’s culture. READ ALSO Zulu proverbs have many links to English sayings and proverbs. Ingwe ikhontha amabala ayo amihlope namnyama. Translation: The leopard licks both its black and white spots. In Zulu culture this implies that justice should be dealt with fairly by all those in positions of leadership and authority. Zulu Proverbs #2. Impungushe kayivalelwq nezmvu. Translation: The jackal is not kept on the same kraal with the sheep. A warning or caution that is not too clever or wise to put things or people that should be separated. The list of most famous Zulu Proverbs for your reference listed on List of Proverbs website. Zulu Proverbs. 1. A fault confessed is half redressed. 2. A half loaf is better than no bread. 3. A horse has four legs, yet it often falls. 4. Abundance does not spread; famine does. 5. Almost is not eaten. 6. Blessed are those who can please themselves.